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Abstract
In this paper we propose a new class of scheduling policies, dubbed Concurrent Gang, that combines the advantages of gang scheduling for communication and synchronization intensive parallel jobs with the flexibility of a Unix
scheduler for sequential and I/O intensive jobs. Besides
that, scalability in Concurrent Gang is achieved through
the use of a global synchronizer that coordinates the gang
scheduler among different processors. Simulation results
are provided comparing the performance of Concurrent
Gang with Gang Scheduling and show significant performance improvements, in particular for I/O bound jobs.
Key Words: Parallel job scheduling, gang scheduling,
parallel computation
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Introduction

Parallel job scheduling is an important problem whose
solution may lead to better utilization of modern parallel computers. For the purposes of scheduling, we view
a computer as a queueing system. An arriving job may
wait for some time, receive the required service, and depart.
The time associated with the waiting and service phases is
a function of the scheduling algorithm and the workload.
Some scheduling algorithms may require that a job wait in
a queue until all of its required resources become available
(as in variable partitioning), while in others, like time slicing, the arriving job receives service immediately through a
processor sharing discipline.
We focus on scheduling based on gang service, namely,
a paradigm where all tasks of a job in the service stage are
grouped into a gang and concurrently scheduled in distinct
processors. Reasons to consider gang service are responsiveness [1], efficient sharing of resources[2] and ease of
programming. In gang service the tasks of a job are sup-
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plied with an environment that is very similar to a dedicated machine [2]. It is useful to any model of computation
and any programming style. The use of time slicing allows
performance to degrade gradually as load increases. Applications with fine-grain interactions benefit of large performance improvements over uncoordinated scheduling[3].
One main problem related with gang scheduling is the necessity of multi-context switch across the nodes of the processor, which causes difficulty in scaling[4]. In this paper
we propose a class of scheduling policies, dubbed concurrent gang, that is a generalization of gang-scheduling and
allows for the flexible simultaneous scheduling of multiple
parallel jobs in a scalable manner. In order to do that, the
Concurrent Gang scheduler identifies the characteristics of
each task at run time and takes a decision about the best way
of scheduling the specific tasks in function of those characteristics. Along with that, a solution to the problem related
to gang schedulers of what to do when a task blocks is proposed.
The architectural model we will consider in this paper
is a distributed memory processor with three main components:1) Processor/memory modules (Processing Element PE), 2) An interconnection network that provides point to
point communication, and 3) A synchronizer, that send a
synchronization (clock) signal to all PEs at regular intervals
of L time units. This architecture is similar to the one defined in the BSP model [5].
This paper is organized as follows: the Concurrent Gang
algorithm is described in section 2. Experimental results are
in section 3 and section 4 contains our final remarks.

1.1

Terminology

In parallel job scheduling, the time utilization as well
as the spatial utilization can be better visualized with the
help of a bidimensional diagram dubbed trace diagram (this
diagram is also known in the literature as Ousterhout matrix [6]). One dimension represents processors while the
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Figure 1. Definition of slice, slot, period and
cycle. J1 stands for job 1, J2 for job 2, etc.
Job 2 is composed by 4 tasks

other dimension represents time. One such diagram is illustrated in figure 1.
Gang service algorithms are preemptive algorithms. We
will be particularly interested in gang service algorithms
which are periodic and preemptive. Related to periodic preemptive algorithms are the definitions of cycle, slice, period and slot. A Workload change occurs at the arrival of
a new job, the termination of an existing one, or through
the variation of the number of eligible tasks of a job to be
scheduled. We define cycle as the time between workload
changes. The period is the minimum interval of time where
all jobs are scheduled at least once. A cycle/period is composed of slices; a slice corresponds to a time slice in a partition that includes all processors of the machine. A slot is
the processors’ view of a slice. A Slice is composed of N
slots, for a machine with N processors. If a processor has
no assigned task during its slot in a slice, then we have an
idle slot. The number of idle slots in a period divided by the
total number of slots in that period defines the Idling Ratio.
In this paper we will consider that a parallel job is composed by a set of parallel tasks that are execution entities
derived from the same single SPMD program.

2

Concurrent Gang

In this section we describe the Concurrent Gang algorithm. We first describe the task classification that is made
by the algorithm. Then the algorithm itself is detailed, with
the description of the components of a Concurrent Gang
Scheduler.

2.1

Task Classification

In Concurrent Gang, each PE classifies each one of its
allocated tasks into classes. Examples of such classes are:

I/O intensive, Synchronization intensive, and computation
intensive. Each one of these classes is similar to a fuzzy set
[7]. A fuzzy set associated with a class A is characterized
by a membership function fA (x) which associates each task
T to a real number in the interval [0,1], with the value of
fA (T ) representing the “grade of membership” of T in A.
Thus, the nearer the value of FA (T ) to unity, the higher the
grade of membership of T in A. For instance, consider the
class of I/O intensive tasks, with its respective characteristic
function fIO (T ). A value of fIO (T ) = 1 indicates that the
task T only have I/O statements, while a value of fIO (T ) =
0 indicates that the task T have executed no I/O statement at
all.
The value of f (T ) for a class is computed by the PE at
the end of the slot dedicated to a task. As an example, let’s
consider the I/O intensive class. The computation is made
as follows: At the reception of the global clock signal, the
scheduler computes the time spent in I/O statements of each
task that was scheduled in the previous slice. An average of
the time spent in I/O is then made over the last five measures. This average determines the grade of membership of
a particular task to the class I/O intensive. As many jobs
proceed in phases, the reason for using an average over the
last five times a task was scheduled is detection of phase
change. If a task changes from an I/O intensive phase to a
computation intensive phase, this change should be detected
by the Concurrent Gang scheduler.

2.2

Definition of Concurrent Gang

Referring to figure 2, for the definition of Concurrent
Gang we view the parallel machine as composed of a general queue of jobs to be scheduled and a number of servers,
each server corresponding to one processor. Each processor
may have a set of tasks to execute. Scheduling actions are
made at two levels: In the case of a workload change, global
spatial allocation decisions are made in a front-end scheduler, who decides in which portion of the trace diagram the
new coming job will run. The context switching of local
tasks in a processor as defined in the trace diagram is made
through local schedulers, independently of the front-end.
A local scheduler in Concurrent Gang is composed of
two main parts: the Gang scheduler and the local task
scheduler. The Gang Scheduler schedules the next task
indicated in the trace diagram at the arrival of a synchronization signal. The local task scheduler is responsible for
scheduling sequential tasks and parallel tasks that do not
need global coordination, as described in the next paragraph, and it is similar to a UNIX scheduler. The Gang
Scheduler has precedence over the local task scheduler.
We may consider two types of parallel tasks in a concurrent gang scheduler: Those that require coordinated
scheduling with other tasks in other processors and those

that gang scheduling is not mandatory. Examples of the
first class are tasks that compose a job with fine grain synchronization interactions [3] and communication intensive
jobs[4]. Second class task examples are local tasks or tasks
that compose an I/O bound parallel job, for instance. In [8]
Lee et al. proved that response time of I/O bound jobs suffers under gang scheduling and that may lead to significant
CPU fragmentation. On the other side a traditional UNIX
scheduler does good work in scheduling I/O bound tasks
since it gives high priority to I/O blocked tasks when the
data becomes available from disk. As those tasks typically
run for a small amount of time and then blocks again, giving them high priority means running the task that will take
the least amount of time before blocking, which is coherent to the theory of uniprocessors scheduling where the best
scheduling strategy possible under total completion time is
Shortest Job First [9]. In the local task scheduler of Concurrent Gang, such high priority is preserved. Another example
of jobs where gang scheduling is not mandatory are embarrassingly parallel jobs. As the number of iterations among
tasks belonging to this class of jobs are small, the basic requirement for scheduling a embarrassingly parallel job is to
give those jobs the greater fraction of CPU time possible,
even in an uncoordinated manner.
The local task scheduler defines a priority for each task
allocated to the corresponding PE. The priority of each task
is defined based on the grade of membership of a task to
each one of the major classes described in the previous subsection. Formally, the priority of a task T in a PE is defined
as:

Pr(T ) = max(  IO ; COMP )
(1)
Where IO ; COMP are the grades of membership of

task T to the classes I/O intensive and Computation intensive respectively. The objective of the parameter is to
give greater priority to I/O bound jobs ( > 1). In the
experiments of this work we have defined
= 2. The
choices made in equation 1 intend to give high priority to
I/O intensive and computation intensive jobs, since such
jobs can benefit the most from uncoordinated scheduling.
The multiplication factor for the class I/O intensive gives
higher priority to I/O bound tasks over computation intensive tasks, since those jobs have a greater probability to
block when scheduled than computing bound tasks. On the
other hand, synchronization intensive and communication
intensive jobs have low priority since they require coordinated scheduling to achieve efficient execution and machine
utilization[3, 4]. A synchronization intensive or communication intensive phase will reflect negatively over the grade
of membership of the class computation intensive, reducing
the possibility of a task be scheduled by the local task scheduler. Among a set of tasks of the same priority, the local task
scheduler uses a round robin strategy. The local task sched-

uler also defines a minimum priority . If no parallel task
has priority larger than , the local task scheduler considers
that all tasks are either communication or synchronization
intensive, thus requiring coordinated scheduling.
In practice the operation of the Concurrent Gang scheduler in each processor will proceed as follows: The reception of the global clock signal will generate an interruption that will make each processing element schedule tasks
a gang as defined in the trace diagram. If a task blocks,
control will be passed to the local task scheduler that will
schedule one of the other tasks allocated in function of the
priority assigned to each one of the tasks until the arrival of
the next clock signal. The task chosen is the one with larger
priority, and the priority should be larger than .
In the event of a job arrival, a job termination or a job
changing its number of eligible tasks the front-end Concurrent Gang Scheduler will :
1 - Update Eligible task list
2 - Allocate Tasks of First Job in General Queue.
3 - While not end of Job Queue
Allocate all tasks of remaining parallel jobs
using a defined spatial sharing strategy
4 - Run
Between Workload Changes
- If a task blocks or in the case of an idle slot, the local
task scheduler is activated, and it will decide to schedule a
new task based on:
a - Availability of the task (task ready)
b - Priority of the task defined by the local task scheduler
(priority > ).
The local queue positions represent slots in the scheduling trace diagram. The local queue length is the same for all
processors and is equal to the number of slices in a period
of the schedule. It is worth noting that in the case of a workload change, only the PEs concerned by the modification in
the trace diagram are notified.
In the case of creation of a new task by a parallel task,
or parallel task completion, it is up to the local scheduler
to inform the front-end of the workload change. The front
end will then take the appropriate actions depending on the
pre-defined space sharing strategy.
Scalability in Concurrent Gang is improved due to the
presence of a synchronizer working as a global clock, which
allows the scheduler to be distributed among all processors.
The front-end is only activated in the event of a workload
change, and decision in the front end is made as a function of the chosen space sharing strategy. As decisions
about context switch are made locally, without relying on a
centralized controller or server, concurrent gang schedulers
with global clocks provide gang service in a scalable manner. This differs from typical gang scheduling implementation where job-wide context switch relies in a centralized
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Figure 2. Modeling Concurrent Gang class algorithm

controller, which limits scalability and efficient utilization
of processors when a task blocks.

3

Experimental Results

The performance of Concurrent Gang was simulated and
compared with the traditional gang scheduling algorithm,
using first fit without thread migration as space sharing
strategy in both cases. First the simulation methodology
is explained and then simulation results are presented and
analyzed.

3.1

Simulation Methodology

To perform the actual experiments we used an improved
version of a general purpose event-driven simulator, first described in [10], being developed by our research group for
studying a variety of problems (e.g., dynamic scheduling,
load balancing, etc).
The workload model that we consider in this paper was
proposed in [11]. This is a statistical model of the workload observed on a 322-node partition of the Cornell Theory Center’s IBM SP2 from June 25, 1996 to September 12,
1996, and it is intended to model rigid job behavior.
The model is based on finding Hyper-Erlang distributions of common order for inter-arrival and service times
that match the first three moments of the observed distributions. As the characteristics of jobs with different degrees
of parallelism differ, the full range of degrees of parallelism
is first divided into subranges. This is done based on powers
of two. A separate model of the inter-arrival times and the
service times (runtimes) is found for each range. The defined ranges are 1, 2, 3-4, 5-8, 9-16, 17-32, 33-64, 65-128,
129-256 and 257-322.
Four classes of workloads were used in simulations. Our
intention is to represent the major classes we considered in
the description of Concurrent Gang. They are:

1 - Communication Intensive - In this workload all jobs
are communication intensive, i.e. for each five statements
four are local computation statements and one represents a
point to point communication statement (send or receive).
The semantics used for the point to point communication
was non blocking asynchronous sends and blocking receives.
2 - Computation intensive - In this class all jobs only
have local computation instructions.
3 - IO intensive - All jobs that belong to this workload
execute one IO statement for ten local computation statements. One thread that has issued an IO statement remains
blocked until IO completion.
4 - Synchronization intensive - In this workload there
is one global synchronization statement for an average of
four local computation statements. The synchronization is
always global, that is, involves all tasks of a job.
We have simulated machines with 16 and 32 processors
using as interconnection network a 2D torus. The simulator’s time unit is seconds, and results are obtained for
10000, 20000, 30000 and 40000 seconds.
All workloads are randomly generated, and then the
same set of jobs with their arrival and execution times are
presented to Concurrent gang scheduler, a Concurrent Gang
scheduler without the priority mechanism as defined in section 2 (in this case a round robin strategy for defining which
job will run next is used) and a Gang Scheduler. Space sharing strategy for the Gang scheduler and the concurrent gang
scheduler is first fit without thread migration. At the end
of each simulation, the total idle time and number of completed jobs are returned. It should be noted that the total idle
time in the simulations is not composed by idle slots only,
but also by the time which a particular task was waiting for
I/O, synchronization and communication completion.

3.2

Simulation Results

In this section we present results of simulations for the
machine with 16 processors. Comparison between the three
algorithms for simulations of a 32 processors’ machine are
equivalent to those presented for a 16 processors’ machine.
Simulation results for the I/O intensive workload are
shown in figure 3 for 16 processors. We can observe
a significant improvement over gang scheduling, both in
throughput (jobs completed by unit of time) and total idle
time, with Concurrent Gang with priorities having a better
performance. These results were expected, since Concurrent Gang provides larger flexibility than gang scheduling,
which is necessary for this kind of job. The Idle time associated with each algorithm is shown at figures 4.
Figure 5 shows results of the simulation of a Computation intensive workload, where the jobs have no communication, I/O or synchronization statements at all. Figure 5
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shows the results for 16 processors. Also in this case Concurrent Gang performs slightly better than Gang scheduling.
The reason is that Concurrent Gang uses the idle slots of
gang scheduling to schedule computing intensive tasks that
the local task scheduler on each PE detects at run-time. The
idle time for the 16 processors machine is shown in figure
6.
In figures 7, results for communication intensive (point
to point) workload are shown for 16 processors. Once again
we observe a significant improvement in Total Idle time
and in throughput. Although gang scheduling is better than
uncoordinated scheduling for this kind of job, Concurrent
Gang shows to be even better than gang scheduling. The
better performance of concurrent gang is due to the fact that
it will try to schedule each ready task as soon as possible, in
function of its priority. This minimizes the receiver’s blocking time if compared with gang scheduling, where each task
will only be scheduled a fixed number of times (generally
1) on each cycle. Idle times are in figures 8.
Synchronization intensive workload simulation results
are shown in tables 9 for 16 processors. The synchronization was always global, i.e. over all tasks of a job.
Again, although gang scheduler is a better option to schedule those jobs than uncoordinated scheduled, concurrent
gang is shown to be even better that gang scheduling, having significant improvements both in total idle time and
throughput. This is due to the fact that rescheduling those
tasks that have not reached the barrier on its originally assigned slot as soon as possible allows those tasks to reach
the barrier faster than if they would be scheduled only on
the next cycle. As a consequence, the job can pass by the
barrier earlier than with standard gang. Observe also that
Concurrent Gang without priorities is worse than Concurrent Gang and Gang scheduling. The idle time for the 16
processors machine is shown in figure 10.
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Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper we presented a new parallel scheduling algorithm dubbed Concurrent Gang. The main differences
over standard gang scheduling are the explicit definition of
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an external global synchronizer and the presence of local
task scheduler which decides what to do if a task of the job
scheduled as a gang blocks, as we propose in this paper a
solution to the task blocking problem in gang scheduling.
The Utilization in Concurrent Gang is improved because,
in the event of an idle slot or blocked task, Concurrent Gang
always tries to schedule tasks that do not require, at that moment, coordinated scheduling with other tasks of the same
job. This is the case, for instance, of I/O intensive tasks and
Computation intensive tasks. The priority mechanism in
concurrent gang is used by the scheduler to make a smarter
choice of the task to schedule in a idle slot, thus improving performance over a concurrent gang scheduler with no
priority as shown in simulations.
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